
The Souq of Aleppo

A continuous thread of change spooled out behind my feet, 
As I shuffled, in the afternoon heat, bone pressing flesh
Pressing rubber, pounding stone, and shifting the wind-
Gathered sand on an imprecise lattice of rectangular brick.

Here, in places, the churning gravity of rotating stars 
Has flattened cobbles to a centuries-long bed of grey
That leavens exchange with a fixed point of practice, 
A locus for the trade of needs, and wants, and thirst.

The high roofs, and long stretches of crushed crystals, 
Millions of years old, and thousands in their purpose,
Afforded some comfort from the heat, as did rest 
On carpeted steps, drinking apple tea.

It was stingingly sweet, but boiling water calms 
The blood, they say, synchronising it with a slower beat, 
In sha'Allah, when time is counted in coincidences, 
Because the hurried strip their shirts in taxi cabs. 

To stop here is to hear to the din of centuries, 
Each year, if you listen closely, is discernable
In the undulating cracks of speech and stone,
And the cooing lineage of pigeons lovingly bred above.

We drink water from the same steel cup, too,
A counter-intuitive patterning of biological narrative,
Daring exponential change to surge along the rust
Dappled chain that binds shared vessel, lip, and wall. 

Men also sit where their grandfathers did, like saw-whet
Owls, in parliaments of tin pots, old bronze trays,
And aubergine stuffed with walnuts and Aleppine chilli,
Cured in olive oil, heavy with the memory of motherlove.

The Khanate came here, each soldier carrying 30 light arrows, 
And the same number, twice as heavy in a quiver on their backs.
It was Beroea, see of Syria Prima, Mameluk, and ash-Shahbaa, 
The mixed white and black siege market of the storm god Hadad.

Yet now, where I sat with Amir, who came from Al Yarmouk, 
A camp for Palestinian refugees, who played oud masterly slow
And with a sorrow possible only when history is embalmed
With the bleak thrumming awareness of a lost land,

Where we sat, sharing ancestral stories that mean beyond telling, 
Little remains but a mirror of rubble and sherds,
Reflecting terror and war into this present tense of shattered stone
Cleaved by rage, fear, and impossible grief.




